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ElecLink Loss Factor 
As set out in the ElecLink Access Rules, ElecLink shall publish its applied Loss Factor (LF) on the 

ElecLink website, and this notice fulfils this requirement.  

Power transmitted across the ElecLink interconnector is subject to electrical losses due to the 

electrical properties of the cable, and the converter stations at either end of the link. ElecLink’s 

nomination platform, Neptune, will apply a Loss Factor to calculate each right holder’s share of the 

losses when submitting a mid-interconnector nomination, netted across long term, daily and 

intraday horizons for a given direction. The Loss Factor is symmetrical between a theoretical point 

mid-interconnector and either end of the interconnector at the connecting grid’s interface 

(Sellindge, GB and Les Mandarins, France).  

 

ElecLink mid-interconnector Loss Factor: 1.471% 

After each delivery day, Neptune will submit a Deemed Metered Volume1 programme for each right 

holder who submitted a valid mid-interconnector nomination per direction in half-hourly settlement 

periods to the connecting grid’s settlement authorities (RTE for France and Elexon for Great Britain). 

As an example, when a right holder submits a nomination of 200 MW in Neptune, in the direction 

France to Great Britain, ElecLink will send to: 

RTE: a program reflecting the MWh delivered at the French connection point in half-hourly points, 

with mathematical rounding to 3 decimal places, calculated as:  

Exporting end = mid-interconnector nomination * (1 + LF) 

Elexon: a program reflecting the MWh delivered at the Great Britain connection point in half-hourly 

points, with mathematical rounding to 3 decimal places calculated as: 

Importing end = mid-interconnector nomination * (1 – LF) 

This will translate into nominated volumes for each of the individual grids, in the following table. 

 FR (RTE) GB (Elexon) 

Nominated values after losses 

at the connection point 

200 MW * (1 + 0.014713) = 

202.943 MW 

200 MW * (1 – 0.014713) = 

197.057 MW 

Final nominated half-hourly 

volumes after losses and 

rounding considered for 

settlement 

202.943 MW power flow for 

one hour = 101.471 MWh for 

each half-hourly settlement 

period 

197.438 MW power flow for 

one hour = 98.529 MWh 

delivered for each half-hourly 

settlement period 

 

  

 

 
1 Volumes as calculated by Neptune according to the rules set out in the ElecLink Access Rules. 


